To evaluate the diagnostic performance of three-dimensional fast spin-echo (3D FSE-Cube) without fat suppression (NFS) for detecting knee lesions, using comparison to 3D FSE-Cube with fat suppression (FS). Materials and Methods: One hundred twenty-four patients who underwent 1.5T knee magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans and 25 subsequent arthroscopic surgeries were retrospectively reviewed. Using arthroscopic results and two-dimensional images as reference standards, diagnostic performances of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS and FS imaging about lesions of ligament, meniscus, subchondral bone marrow edema (BME), and cartilage were compared. Scan parameters of 3D FSE-Cube imaging were previously optimized by a porcine knee phantom. Results: No significant differences were observed between detection rates of NFS and FS imaging for detecting lesions of meniscus and cartilage (p>0.05). However, NFS imaging had lower sensitivity for detection of medial collateral ligament (MCL) tears, and lower sensitivity and specificity for detection of BME lesions, compared to FS imaging (p<0.05). Conclusion: 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging showed similar diagnostic performance for detecting lesions of meniscus or cartilage compared to FS imaging, unlike MCL or BME lesions.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used standard imaging technique for the diagnosis of abnormalities of bones, cartilages, ligaments, and menisci in the knee joints. 1 While conventional MRI protocols include various planes of two-dimensional (2D) fast spin-echo (FSE) sequences, three-dimensional (3D) FSE imaging with variable flip angle (Cube) is isotropically acquired with thin sections, and can be reconstructed in any plane without image quality degradation. This 3D FSE imaging includes volume isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition (VISTA ® ; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands), sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts using different flip-angle evolution (SPACE ® ; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), and Cube ® (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA). 3D FSE-Cube imaging offers many advantages including high spatial resolution, reduced partial volume averaging, relatively shorter scan time, and possible multiplanar reformations. [1] [2] [3] [4] Moreover, recent studies have shown that 3D FSECube imaging has sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy comparable to those of conventional 2D FSE imaging in compre-https://doi.org/10.3349/ymj.2017.58. 6.1186 hensive evaluation of knee joint injuries. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Therefore, 3D FSECube imaging is currently well-established as an essential sequence in routine knee MRI protocol at many institutions.
In the current study, we focused on 3D isotropic imaging without fat suppression (NFS) as a challenging topic. Fat saturation technique for fat signal suppression, which is routinely applied by 3D FSE-Cube imaging in knee MRI, has disadvantages over imaging NFS, e.g., the presence of relatively more severe susceptibility artifacts.
14 Furthermore, a recent comparative study showed that 3D isotropic NFS imaging is significantly more superior to the routine 3D fat-suppressed imaging for ligament traceability in ankle MRI. 15 These suggest a possibility that 3D isotropic NFS imaging in knee MRI might be more helpful than fat-suppressed imaging for evaluating ligaments or other structures of the knee joint, with reduced susceptibility artifact and better ligament traceability, under certain clinical situations. Therefore, at this point, studies comparing the overall diagnostic performances of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS to those of 3D FSE-Cube-FS for knee joint lesions are desperately required. Papers comparing "with" and "without" fat suppression (FS) in 3D FSE imaging of 3.0T MRI or 2D FSE imaging of 1.5T MRI have been published; however, to the best of our knowledge, there is no comparison study in 3D FSE imaging of 1.5T MRI. [16] [17] [18] The purpose of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic performance of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS at 1.5T MRI for detecting knee lesions in the meniscus, ligaments, bone marrow, or cartilage, by comparing 3D FSE-Cube-NFS and 3D FSE-Cube-FS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preclinical phantom imaging
Although the main purpose of this study was to compare the diagnostic performances of 3D FSE-Cube-FS and NFS imaging sequences, a prior optimization study was also designed to solve the problem of longer scan times resulting from additional 3D FSE-Cube-NFS scan. The optimization methodology was similar to that of a previous volunteer imaging study for scan parameters in a 3.0T knee MRI. 19 A freshly harvested porcine knee phantom was imaged using a 1.5T MRI system (Signa Horizon; GE Healthcare) with an 8-channel HD transmitter/receiver knee array coil (GE Healthcare). MRI scans with varying parameter settings of repetition time (TR) and echo train length (ETL) were acquired. At first, the phantom was subjected to sagittal 3D FSE-Cube-FS and sagittal 3D FSE-Cube-NFS by using parameters of TR=1300 ms and ETL=30. FS technique using frequency-selective radiofrequency pulse was applied for 3D FSE-Cube-FS. These scans served as a reference for subjective image quality assessment of other scans. Ranges of used parameters are shown in Table 1 . Number of excitations and parallel imaging acceleration factors were not changed, as any change in these parameters would increase the 3D FSE-Cube imaging scan time to more than 6 minutes, which is unacceptable in clinical imaging. Echo time remained the same to maintain constant image contrast weighting in all scans. Slice thickness and number, matrix size, and field of view were not changed to maintain constant voxel size. Receiver bandwidth was also not changed due to image blurring and insufficient FS.
Phantom imaging evaluation and selection of optimized parameters
The subjective image evaluation method was similar to a previously described method in a recent imaging optimization study. 19 All 3D FSE-Cube scans were evaluated for image quality by two fellowship-trained musculoskeletal radiologists, who each had 9 years of experience. Readers evaluated each scan relative to the reference scan on an integer scale for image blurring and overall image quality. The scores, which ranged from -2 to 2, corresponded with significantly worse, slightly worse, no difference (score of zero), slightly better, and significantly better than the reference scan for each quality metric. Total sc- 160×160 Slice thickness (mm)* 0.5 3D FSE-Cube, three-dimensional fast spin-echo; TR, repetition time; ETL, echo train length; rBW, receiver bandwidth; NEX, number of excitations; ACC, acceleration factor; TE, echo time; FOV, field of view. *0.5-mm-slice-thickness isovoxel imaging was reformatted with interpolation after 1.6-mm-slice-thickness scanning.
ores for each scan, given by the two readers, ranged from -8 to 8. Images with a score of -1 or above were regarded as acceptable.
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and SNR per unit time (minute) were measured in patellar cartilage and femoral bone marrow on the sagittal image of each sequence, to serve as an objective measure of image quality. Regions of interest were placed in the center area of lateral patellar cartilage and distal femoral epiphyseal bone marrow.
Selection of optimized scan parameters was performed in the following order: 1) higher image quality (score of 2 or above) than the reference scan on subjective evaluation or 2) similar image quality (score of -1 or above) relative to the reference scan on subjective image evaluation and highest SNR per unit time.
Imaging of patients
After determining optimized scan parameters based on phantom imaging, knee MR imaging was performed in patients with knee pain by using a protocol, consisting of 2D FSE sequences, optimized 3D FSE-Cube-FS, and optimized 3D FSECube-NFS sequences, between September 2015 and December 2015. Two of the 126 patients who underwent knee MRI during this period were excluded due to severe motion artifacts. The remaining 124 patients included 52 men and 72 women, with an age range of 11−91 years (mean, 46.1 years). Twentyfive subsequent arthroscopic surgeries were done in these patients. Time interval between knee MRI and arthroscopic surgery was 0−32 days, with an average of 6.4 days.
2D FSE sequences routinely included axial T1-weighted imaging, sagittal T2-weighted imaging (T2WI), axial fat-suppressed T2WI, and coronal fat-suppressed T2WI. Details of scan parameters are described in Table 2 .
The 3D FSE-Cube sequences were obtained by using a 2D auto-calibrating parallel imaging reconstruction technique (ARC; GE Healthcare). Sagittal 3D FSE-Cube isotropic source data were used to create coronal and axial reformatted images of the knee joint. Image post-processing was performed by a MRI technologist on MRI console (GE Healthcare), immediately after MRI scan.
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Review Board. Informed patient consent was not required.
Review of patient imaging
All MR images were independently reviewed at a separate workstation by the two abovementioned readers, who were blinded to the radiologic reports of knee MRI and results of arthroscopic surgery.
During the first review session, readers only evaluated the 3D FSE-Cube-FS images of each patient for the presence or absence of ligament tear, meniscus tear, subchondral bone marrow edema (BME) lesions, and cartilage defect by using a picture archiving and communication system (PACS). At the second review session, readers only evaluated the 3D FSE-Cube-NFS images of each patient after two weeks, in order to minimize recall and learning bias.
The arthroscopic surgical findings were regarded as reference for cruciate ligament tear, meniscus tear, and cartilage defect. Arthroscopic surgeries were performed by an orthopedic surgeon with 17 years of experience. For medial collateral ligament (MCL) tear and BME lesions, the two readers established a reference in consensus, by using all routine 2D and optimized 3D images with clinical information. MCL tear was defined as a complete discontinuity or blurring of the ligament fibers, and BME lesion was defined as a high signal intensity lesion on fat-suppressed T2-weighted images involving subchondral bone of the knee joint. Lateral collateral ligament (LCL) tear was not included in this study due to no patient involvement. For tears of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), posterior cruciate ligament (PCL), and MCL, a partial tear was also considered a true tear and was not distinguished from a com- 52 each TR, repetition time; TE, echo time; ETL, echo train length; rBW, receiver bandwidth; NEX, number of excitations; FOV, field of view; T1WI, T1-weighted imaging; T2WI, T2-weighted imaging; 3D FSE-Cube-FS, three-dimensional fast spin-echo with fat suppression; 3D FSE-Cube-NFS, three-dimensional fast spin-echo without fat suppression. *0.5-mm-slice-thickness isovoxel imaging was reformatted with interpolation after 1.6-mm-slice-thickness scanning, † Optimized parameters were results from preclinical phantom study. plete tear. Meniscus tear was defined as increased intrameniscal signal intensity extending to the superior or inferior meniscal surface. 20, 21 Types of meniscus tears, such as vertical or radial tears, were not considered in this study. Specifying the location of meniscus tear enabled comparison to the arthroscopic surgical report. BME lesions and cartilage defect were evaluated at each segment, including the medial femoral condyle, medial tibial plateau, lateral femoral condyle, lateral tibial plateau, patella, and femoral trochlea. Readers graded cartilage lesions by using a modified Noyes classification system (grade 0=normal cartilage; grade 1=increased T2 signal intensity of morphologically normal cartilage; grade 2A=superficial partial-thickness cartilage lesion <50% of the total thickness of the articular surface; grade 2B=deep partial-thickness cartilage lesion >50% of the total thickness of the articular surface; and grade 3=full-thick- E ness cartilage lesion).
22-25
After the image review sessions, readers tried to evaluate the merits of additionally obtained 3D FSE-Cube-NFS images.
Statistical analysis
Interobserver agreement rates were tested by non-weighted kappa (k) statistics. A k-value of 0.0−0.20 indicated slight, 0.21− 0.40 indicated fair, 0.41−0.60 indicated moderate, 0.61−0.80 indicated good, and 0.81−1.00 indicated excellent interobserver agreement. 26 McNemarar test was used to determine any significant difference between the diagnostic performances of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS and 3D FSE-Cube-FS images for detection of knee lesions, which included ligament tears, meniscus tears, cartilage lesions, or BME lesions. A p-value less than 0.05 indicated statistical significance.
RESULTS
Scan parameter optimization by phantom imaging
Results of phantom imaging evaluation by readers are shown in Fig. 1 . Image quality and SNR increased with longer TR and shorter ETL; therefore, no images had higher scores than the reference scan in subjective image evaluation. Three parameter settings, each with acceptable image quality (score -1 or above), were noted in FS (TR and ETL: 1200 ms and 30, 1200 ms and 45, and 1300 ms and 45) and NFS sequences (TR and ETL: 1100 ms and 30, 1200 ms and 30, and 1300 ms and 45), except for the reference scan. Among these settings, including the reference scan, parameter setting with the highest SNR per unit time was TR=1300 ms and ETL=45 in both FS and NFS sequences.
Interpretation of patient imaging
The 25 arthroscopic surgeries revealed three ACL tears, one PCL tear, 17 medial meniscus (MM) tears, and six lateral meniscus (LM) tears. Moreover, 88 segments of cartilage defect were found among 150 segments of the 25 knee joints. There were no statistically significant differences between 3D FSECube-NFS and 3D FSE-Cube-FS sequences for the detection of meniscus tear and cartilage defect. Imaging of the 124 patients with knee pain showed that 3D FSE-Cube-NFS had lower sensitivity for detection of MCL tear (p<0.001), and lower sensitivity and specificity for detection of subchondral BME lesions (p<0.001), in comparison to 3D FSE-Cube-FS (Table 3) . Sensitivity and specificity of sequences for the detection of cartilage defect lesions according to grades are shown in Table 4 .
Interobserver agreement rates with unweighted kappa are shown in Table 5 . Overall, 3D FSE-Cube-NFS showed worse interobserver agreement compared to 3D FSE-Cube-FS. When assessing MM and LM tears, FS imaging showed excellent and good interobserver agreement, respectively, whereas NFS imaging showed moderate and fair interobserver agreement, respectively. For ACL tear or cartilage defect lesion, slightly better interobserver agreement rates were seen in FS imaging than in NFS imaging. For MCL tear, moderate interobserver agreement rate was seen in both FS and NFS imaging. However, for BME lesions, while moderate interobserver agreement was seen in FS imaging, only fair interobserver agreement was seen in NFS imaging. Fair interobserver agreement was seen both in FS and NFS imaging for the detection of cartilage defect lesions.
DISCUSSION
Although a previous paper has mentioned the lack of research on the diagnostic performance of isotropic 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging in knee MRI as a study limitation, no previous study has yet compared the diagnostic performance of FS and NFS imaging on 1.5T MRI. 8 Therefore, this study dealt with the core keyword "without fat suppression. " We wondered if isotropic 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging would show higher diagnostic performance than 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging in some clinical situations, such as ligament injury, meniscus tear, BME lesion, or cartilage defect. This might be attributed to our line of thought that low signal intensity of ligaments or menisci, as well as high signal intensity of adjacent fat, might contribute to better tissue contrast in NFS imaging than in FS imaging. However, the results of this study showed that 3D FSE-Cube-NFS has similar or inferior diagnostic performance in all clinical settings, compared to 3D FSE-Cube-FS. We believe the main reason for this finding was the lack of tissue contrast increase due to the formation of a fluid signal in the ligament or meniscus when a pathologic lesion appears. Representatively, in the case of MCL tears, a signal increase in the surrounding soft tissue was useful for diagnosing the tear, except for blurring or discontinuity of the ligament itself. Nevertheless, signal abnormality in the surrounding soft tissue was poorly visible in NFS images; therefore, 3D FSE-Cube-NFS showed much lower sensitivity for the detection of MCL tears (p<0.001) (Fig. 2) . Our review of 17 cases of MM tears in this study proved the utility of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging at diagnosing MM tears, as both readers showed high accuracy rates of more than 80%. However, compared to FS imaging, NFS imaging had p-values between 0.05 and 0.1 for sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of MM tears or cartilage defect lesions. We strongly believe that a future study using a larger subject group would show statistically significant differences.
Based on the arthroscopic surgical findings of 25 patients, 3D FSE-Cube-FS and 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging sequences had similar diagnostic accuracy for the detection of ACL tears, MM tears, LM tears, and cartilage lesions. Judging from these results, it is possible that 3D FSE-Cube-NFS can replace 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging for the detection of such pathologies.
However, the analysis of images of all 124 patients who underwent knee MRI showed different results regarding MCL tears or BME lesions, suggesting that 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging might not to be able to replace 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging in the listed clinical situations. In particular, for subchondral BME lesions, relatively more false-positive cases (61 false-positive segments in all 1078 negative segments) were noted due to subchondral sclerosis or cortical irregularity mimicking BME lesions (Fig. 3) .
Only fair interobserver agreement was observed in both FS and NFS imaging for the detection of cartilage defect lesions, which was relatively worse than the agreement for other knee lesions. Such finding may be attributed to the difficulty in distinguishing cartilage defect grade 0 from grade 1 in those images. This can be explained by the result given in Table 4 , which shows that sensitivity of the sequences for grade 1 cartilage defect lesion is much worse than that for high-grade lesions. Another reason is that one of the two reviewers was not familiar with 1.5T MRI images than those of 3.0T MRI. The relatively lower diagnostic accuracy for cartilage defect lesion in this study can also be understood in the same context, as compared to the previous study. 9 Although 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging was not superior to 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging with statistical significance in all clinical settings, there were some advantages to the additionally obtained 3D FSE-Cube-NFS sequence during the radiologic reading practice (Figs. 4, 5, and 6) .
First, if a patient's knee had surgical prosthesis, NFS images showed a relatively weaker susceptibility artifact (Fig. 4) . For comparing the severity of artifacts, maximal areas of metal artifact posterior to proximal tibial cortex in each sagittal image were measured and compared between FS and NFS images. Two out of 124 patients had previously undergone ACL reconstruction surgery. Average values of maximal area of metal artifact applied to these patients were 95.51 cm 2 in 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging and 53.07 cm 2 in 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging. Although this topic was not mainly considered in our study due to a small postoperative patient group, such result suggests the possibility that 3D FSE-Cube-NFS could be more useful than 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging in patients with surgical prosthesis.
Second, 3D FSE-Cube-NFS images may be more helpful if there were artifacts during prior 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging (Fig.  5) . Therefore, acquisition of an additional 3D FSE-Cube-NFS image might sometimes lead to a more accurate diagnosis of knee lesions, which may not be possible by using 3D FSE-Cube-FS image alone.
Third, some cases of subtle BME lesions could be more visible on 3D FSE-Cube-NFS imaging than on 3D FSE-Cube-FS imaging (Fig. 6 ). Since the reason for this is not yet clear, further research is warranted in the future. Nevertheless, such cases were not frequent enough to be statistically significant.
Due to these advantages of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS over 3D FSECube-FS, future studies should further explore the diagnostic values of adding 3D FSE-Cube-NFS images to the routine knee MRI protocol.
Limitations of this study are as follows. First, since the readers were more familiar with FS images, a relative underestimation of diagnostic accuracy may have occurred for the less familiar 3D FSE-Cube-NFS images. This could be the reason behind the inferior scores of diagnostic performance and interobserver agreements of 3D FSE-Cube-NFS images. Second, due to the small patient group, evaluation of PCL or LCL tears could not FSE-Cube-FS image shows a subchondral sclerotic change. After correlation with 2D imaging, it turned out to be a false-positive lesion. 3D FSE-Cube-FS, three-dimensional fast spin-echo with fat suppression; 3D FSE-Cube-NFS, three-dimensional fast spin-echo without fat suppression; 2D, two-dimensional.
be performed. Third, since only a few patients with surgical prosthesis of the knee were included, advantages of NFS imaging in this patient group were not statistically investigated. Limitations of the small subject group in this study can be overcome through further studies using larger groups. Fourth, this study was conducted using only a 1.5T MRI system, and results could be different with a 3.0T MRI system. Further studies using a 3.0T MRI system are needed in the future.
In conclusion, considering both acceptable image quality and short scan time, optimized scan parameters for both 3D FSE-Cube FS and 3D FSE-Cube NFS were TR=1300 ms and ETL=45. 3D FSE-Cube-NFS showed similar sensitivity and specificity for detection of meniscus tears or cartilage defects, lower sensitivity for detection of MCL tears, and lower sensitivity and specificity for detection of BME lesions, in comparison to 3D FSE-Cube-FS. In some clinical situations, additional 3D FSECube-NFS offers considerable advantages such as reduced susceptibility artifact, ability for replacing inappropriate 3D-FSE-Cube-FS images, and detection of subtle BME lesions. 
